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For a given Banach space (B, 11.11) ordered by a normal cone B, , we introduce 
an equivalent norm on E: Ilall.=inf{lLO: -IvQa<lu for some jIuI1, Ilull < I}, 
and give various characterizations of positive C,,- or Cd-semigroups of operators 
{S,~,,, on B that satisfy the growth llS,ll N 6 Mey’. The theorem is an analog of the 
classical Feller-Miyadera-Phillips theorem and is an extension of recent results of 
D. W. Robinson. 0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF RESULTS 
Let (I?, B,, ]I.II) be an ordered Banach space with a proper, closed, 
convex cone B, . Denote the closed unit ball of B by B,. Let the dual 
(B*, 11. II) be ordered by B*, = (f~ B*: f(b) > 0 for all b E B, }. We define 
the canonical half-norm N( . ) [ 1 ] on B by 
N(a) = inf{ I/b/l: a 6 b} for all a E B, 
and the order-norm 11. II,,, [ 121 by 
I(a(l,=N(a) v N(-a)=inf{AaO: -lu<a<lu for some u,u~B~}. 
11 . 11 N is a norm on B and in general, 11. IIN< II.II. The two norms are 
equivalent if and only if B, is (a-)normal, that is, there is some a > 1 such 
that for any a, b,cE B, llbll < a( llall v l/c/l) whenever a< b< c [12]. Let 
L(B) be the space of all continuous linear operators on (B, 11. II). For any 
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SE L(B), the operator order-norm 11. (IN and the Robinson norm II.11 + of 
S are defined [lo] to be 
lIwv=suPw4v: IkllN~ 1); II~II+=~~P(II~~ll:~~~,~~+~. 
1) .I/ + d /I .I/ on L(B). From [7, Lemma 23 and Proposition 2.1 below, 
llSl1 + = 1lSll N for positive SE L(B) when the equipped norms of B and B* 
are both monotonic. (The norm II.)1 of an ordered Banach space B is said 
to be monotonic if there is some c( > 1 such that for any a, b E B, 0 d a 6 b 
implies ([a(( <cr((b((.) 
Recall that (see [Z] ) a family {S,} f b 0 of bounded linear operators 
on a Banach space B is said to be a semigroup (qf operators) if it 
satisfies S, = I, S, S, = S,Y + I. The semigroup is called a C,-semigroup if 
limtlo S,u = a for any a E B. If, in addition, B is a Banach dual space, then 
the semigroup {S,),,, is called a C,*-semigroup when w* - lim,, 0 S,u = a 
for all a E B. The infinitesimal generator H of a C,- or C$-semigroup is a 
linear operator on B such that for any a E B, Ha is defined as the limit or 
w*-limit (respectively) of the expression (a - S,u)/t as t JO, whenever the 
limit exists. 
The classical Feller-Miyadera-Phillips theorem (see [2, p. 2531) 
characterizes the infinitesimal generators of C,- and Cz-semigroups of 
operators {S,} t a o on a Banach space where each S, has at most exponen- 
tial growth (I/S,/1 <Me?‘) by default. Under the setting of an ordered 
Banach space, it is natural to consider the analogs of the theorem for the 
generators of a positive Co- or C$-semigroup. Recently D. W. Robinson 
and his colleagues proved several analogs [2, 3, 8,9]. In [lo], Robinson 
proved a theorem characterizing positive C,- and C,*-semigroups where the 
operators S,‘s have at most exponential growth under the Robinson norm 
(IlS,ll + .. <Me”). It generalizes his earlier result in [9]. His proof requires 
the ordered Banach space and its dual to be monotonic. In another paper 
[3], he and his co-workers considered a normal B, with nonempty 
interior. Here, we are concerned with those infinitesimal generators of 
positive C,- and C,*-semigroups having at most exponential growth under 
the order-norm (lIS,IJ N < A4ey’). Our proof needs a weak condition: the 
positive cone B, is normal (see Theorem 1.1). The theorem generalizes 
both results above. Moreover we are able to provide an equivalent dual 
version (Theorem 1.2) and supplement he results in [2] (Corollary 1.3). 
Our main theorem is: 
THEOREM 1.1. Let (B, B + , )I. /( ) be an ordered Bunach space, with 
ordered dual (B*, B*, , 11. I( ). Suppose B, is normal, for y > 0 and M 2 1, the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(i) H generates a positive C,-semigroups of operators {S,} ,p0 with 
I(S, (1 N < Mey' for each t > 0; 
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(ii) H is a closed, densely defined linear operator on B such that 
R(Z+ aH) = B and N(Z+ crH)“a) > (( 1 - ay)“/M) N(a) for any a > 0 with 
cry< 1 and any aED( nb 1; 
(iii) H is a closed, densely defined linear operator on B such that 
(I+ aH)-’ E L(B)+ and II(Z+aH)-“(1,6M/(l-ay)” for any a>0 with 
cry<1 andanyn>l. 
Remark. As discussed above, jlSl\ + = I/SIJ N for any positive SE L(B) 
when the equipped norms of B and B* are both monotonic. And if B 
is monotonic for some a > 1, then B, is (2a + 1)-normal. In this way, 
Robinson’s results in [ 10, Theorem 1.11 and so [9, Theorem 3.11 are 
special cases of Theorem 1.1. 
Furthermore, suppose there is some nonzero u E int B, (the interior of 
B,), then for any a E B, there exists some L < 0 so that -Au < a < lu [3]. 
Define 
N,(a) = inf{;l> 0: a Q Au}; ll4, = N,(a) v Nut -a). 
It is obvious that N,(a)= [lull N(a) and llallu= JIu/I llallN. Hence we can 
conclude that [3, Theorem 2.11, which characterizes the infinitesimal 
generator of a C,-semigroup for a normal B, with nonempty interior, is 
also a special case of Theorem 1.1. 
THEOREM 1.2. Under the same assumptions as in Theorem 1.1, let H* 
stand for the adjoint of H on B*. Then statements (i), (ii), (iii) in 
Theorem 1.1 are also equivalent to: 
(iv) H* generates a positive C,*-semigroup of operators ( T,},,, on 
B* with 11 T,)I + < Me?’ for each t >, 0; 
(v) H* is a w*-closed, w*-densely defined linear operator on B* such 
that (Z+aH*)-‘EL(B*)+ and II(Z+aH*)-“II+ <M/(1 -cry)” for any 
a>0 withay< andanyn&l. 
The following corollary supplements the summary of results by Batty 
and Robinson in [2, Corollary 2.2.3 and Theorem 2.3.11. Its proof is trivial 
using the above theorems and [12, Proposition 1.21 which says B, is 
l-normal if and only if II .I) N = I( . II. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Zf (B, B, , 1). II) is an ordered Banach space, and B, is 
l-normal (a= l), then conditions (ik(v) in Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 with both 
II II N and II . II + replaced by the equipped norm, are equivalent to each other. 
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Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and Corollary 1.3 deal with the various characteriza- 
tions of the intinetesimal generator for a C,-semigroup of operators on B. 
There is also a parallel C,*-version (Theorem 1.1 *, Theorem 1.2*, and 
Corollary 1.3*) concerning the C,*-semigroup which extends Robinson’s 
results in [9, Theorem 3.6; 10, Theorem 1.21. In the next section, we 
shall give the proofs of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Then the C,*-version of the 
theorems will be given and proved. 
2. PROOF OF THE THEOREMS 
Let (B, B + , II,II ) be an ordered Banach space. For any S E L(B), let S* 
be the adjoint operator in L(B*), and define 
N(S) = sup(N(Su): N(a) < 1 }; N’(S) = sup{N(Sa): [la/l < l}. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Under the setting as above, 
(a) N’(S)< (JSII,<N(S), and equality holds ifS>Oo; 
(b) N’(S) = IIS*llN and N’(S*) = I/S/I +. 
Proof: (a) The first part follows from definition. Suppose S is positive. 
We can pick any a E B such that N(a) < 1. By definition, there exists b E B, 
such that b > a. Thus N( Sa) < N( Sb) < N’(S) implying N(S) < N’(S). 
@I IIW, =su~{IIS*fll:fW+ n B*, }. And by definition of the 
adjoint operator, it is equal to sup(f(Sa): a E B,, f~ B: n B: }, which is 
the same as sup(N(Su):a~B,} by [ll, Lemmas2 and 31. Therefore 
JIS*Il+ =N’(S). Similarly, we have llSll+ =sup((a, S*f):cz~B~nB+, 
f~ BT} =sup{N(S*f):f~B:} [13, Theorem 3.5]), and so llSll+ =iV’(S*). 
PROPOSITION 2.2 Let (B, B, , /I . (I ) be an ordered Banach space. Suppose 
H is the infinitesimal generator of a Co-semigroup (or C,*-semigroup) 
NLO on B. Then for ~13 0 and n B 1, ( 1 + aH) m-n is positive tf and only 
tf each S, is positive. 
Proof For a C,-semigroup, the necessary part follows from the fact 
that S,a=lim,,,(Z+(t/n)H)- “u. Conversely, we have (I+aH)-“a= 
(l/(n- l)!)s,” t”-‘ee’S,,ad t ( see, for example, [S, p. 21 I). So let a E B, . 
Since the canonical half-norm N is subadditive, 
1 
N((Z+~H))“(--U))~(~-~)! s 0m tn-‘ee’N(-S,,a)dt=O. 
Thus(Z+aH)~“(-a)~Oforanya~B+.Thatmeans(Z+aH)-”~O.The 
proof for a C$-semigroup is similar (cf. [8, p. 21 I). 
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Proof of Theorem 1.1. (i) o (iii). From [12], 1) .I) and 1) -\I,,, are equiv- 
alent norms. Applying the classical Feller-Miyadera-Philips theorem on 
(B, B, , 1) .I\ N), we have H is the infinitesimal generator of a Co-semigroup 
wt,ll with llSlll N < Me?’ if and only if H is closed and densely defined, 
and each (I+ aZZ)-” is continuous and 1) )I ,-bounded by‘ M/( 1 - ay)“. 
Positivity follows from Proposition 2.2. 
(iii) + (ii). For any UE D(Z-Z”), pick some b 3 (I+ &)“a implying 
(I+ aH)-“b >, a. Hence 
N(u)dN(Z+aH)-“b)< II(Z+aH)-“bll, 
<(l-ay)” M llbll HG(l-ay)” M Ml. 
Therefore N(a) < (M/(1 -cry)“) N((Z+ aH)-“a). 
(ii) =z. (iii). Fix UED(H”). Apply the half-norm inequality on a and 
-a separately to get II(Z+aH)“ull,>((l-ay)“/M) IlullN. This implies 
(I+ aZZ)” is injective for any n 2 1. Thus (I+ aH) - ’ exists on B. Since H 
is closed, (I+ aH)- ’ is also closed. The closed graph theorem then asserts 
that (I+ aH)-’ E L(B). Positivity and the growth bound are trivial. 
To prove Theorem 1.2, we need the following theorem about w*-w*- 
closed linear operators on B*, which is Lemma 3.1.9 in [4]. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let B be a Bunuch space and H be a linear operator on B* 
with domain D(H). Then H is w*-w*-closed and D(H) is w*-dense in B* tf 
and only tf H = K* where K is densely dej%ed, closed linear operator on B. 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let B be a Bunuch space. Then H is a w*-w*-closed 
linear operator on B* ifund only if H = K* for some bounded linear operator 
K on B. 
Proof: Suppose H = K* for some bounded operator K on B, then H is 
a w*-w*-continuous linear operator on B*. Hence the graph of H is 
w*-w*-closed. Conversely, if H is linear and w*-w*-closed, then from 
above, H = K* for some closed operator K with domain D(K) dense in B. 
We want to show D(K) is closed so that it is indeed B. Observe that the 
graph of H is w*-w*-closed, hence norm-closed. Thus H is a bounded 
operator on B* by closed graph theorem. Now consider any sequence {a,} 
in D(K) such that lim,,, a, = a in B. Using the property of adjoint and 
the boundedness of H, it is easy to see that {Ku,} is Cauchy, thus 
convergent. Therefore a E D(K). 
Proof of Theorem 1.2. First of all, we show that on the Banach space 
4 {Tlt>o is a Cz-semigroup on B* if and only if it is the adjoint of some 
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C0-semigroup (S, > I a o on B. The sufftciency of the statement follows from 
[5, Proposition 1.4.31. For the converse, observe from Corollary 2.4 that 
for each t 2 0, there is some S, E L(B) such that T, = SF. Furthermore 
whl is a weak C,-semigroup, that is, the map t H S,a is weakly 
continuous for each aE B. But that means it is indeed a C,-semigroup 
[8, Theorem 1.41. This proves the above statement. In fact, the inlinitesi- 
ma1 generator of { T, = S:},,, is also the adjoint of the infinitesimal 
generator of {S,}, a 0. From these results and Proposition 2.1, (i)o (iv) 
follows easily. On the other hand, using Theorem 2.3 and noting that 
(Z+clH*))‘= {(Z+crH))‘}*, one also has (iii)-(v). 
Finally we would like to give the C,*-version of the theorems: 
Theorem l.l*, Theorem 1.2*, and Corollary 1.3*. In this version, 
(B, B + , II . II ) would have to be an ordered Banach dual space with ordered 
predual (B,, B, + , 11. II). Again assume B, to be normal. Then we have 
“C,*-semigroup” replacing “C,-semigroup” in (i) and w*-topology instead 
of norm-topology in (ii) and (iii) of Theorem 1.1 to obtain Theorem 1.1 *. 
In Theorem 1.2, H,, B,, and C,-semigroup replace H*, B*, and 
C,*-semigroup throughout; while the norm-topology replaces w*-topology 
in (v). Corollary 1.3* may also be obtained by similar changes. The 
proof of this version proceeds as before, except that we need to 
establish that 11. /I,.+ is an equivalent dual norm on B. To do this, 
let U= (f~ B: /IfI/ ,,,d 1 }. Suppose there is a net (f,} in U such that 
w*-lim, f, =J: Then for any a E B, I n B, + , and any a, we have 
f,(a) d W,) G 1 implying f(a) d 1, 
and 
-fJa)QW-f,)G 1 implying -f(a) < 1. 
Hence llfllN = N(f) v N( -f) < 1 and so U is w*-closed. This shows that 
I( . /IN is w*-lower semicontinuous on B and therefore is an equivalent dual 
norm [6, p. 1051. 
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